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CARGOPORT PTE LTD
Your Cargo, Our Priority

Corporate Overview
Your Cargo, Our Priority
Incorporated in April 1992, Cargoport specialised in the handling of containerisation cargo and
operate within the free trade zone of one of the busiest port in the world, Singapore. A stevedoring
team of 50 personnel managed the warehouse for cargo product differentiation under the surveillance
of closed circuit camera. A local major security firm provides the round the clock security
management.
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Cargoport integrate a complete chain of cargo
management within its facility.
The comprehensive services are carefully
managed by utilising the 3,500 sq metres of it’s
Container Freight Station warehousing space. A
container haulage division, a distribution
transportation division and an experience
container stevedoring division working hand in
hand to provide a seamless logistics operation.
The complex process is made easy as the
company has made longer-term investment with
information technology tools. Its
edi-enabled software system enables both the
international as well as the domestic client to
keep track on the status of the cargo mobility.
Cargoport team of young, resourceful but
experience staff takes overall control of all daily
operational matters.

25th Anniversary
Celebrating 25 years of cargo freight station
activity. A journey made possible based on
reciprocal business and long-term
partnerships. Maintaining neutrality, protecting
all clients and above all 25 years of continuous
service.

QUALITY
Cargoport set its objective to provide services and solutions of the
highest quality and the greatest possible value to our customers.
This sole single objective is supported by the belief that continuous
growth is measured by customer satisfaction. Apart from providing
a competitive price without compromising service quality, we also
understand that meeting customer needs and taking appropriate
measures will result in greatest customer satisfaction.
Hence, Cargoport is committed to an established Quality
Management System to ensure customer requirement are
consistently fulfilled.
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